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Abstract This chapter asks what insights long-term historical information from
before the Great Acceleration and Anthropocene might offer to policy and practice
in the twenty-first century. Conventional sustainability research usually focuses on
shallower timehorizons that couldmiss insightful environmental and social processes
evolving over centuries to millennia. Although we push for increased engagement
with historical researchers, parallels between pre-modern and contemporary envi-
ronmental and societal challenges need to be treated with caution. So-called cases of
societal collapse—often associated with environmental calamities—provide limited
or at best flawed parallels with challenges faced today. The pitfalls of reductionism
and determinism that often attend collapse discourse account for social agency and
complexity in incomplete and unconvincing ways. Instead, we argue that histor-
ical evidence should serve as context to environmental problems faced today, as
antecedents of the accelerated environmental change of later modernity rather than as
direct analogies. Historical antecedents can be understood, to an extent, as previous
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experiments against which to test and improve theory or to structure possibilistic
scenarios that help anticipate unexpected social and environmental challenges. In
concluding, we suggest that researcher in historical sciences and the humanities
require resources, space and incentives to explore stickyquestions of uncertainty, risk,
and vulnerability to environmental change together with global change researchers,
policymakers, and environmental practitioners.

Keywords Anthropocene · Collapse · Environmental Humanities · Global
Change · Environmental History · Archaeology

Introduction

Archaeology and history have long research traditions focusing on human–environ-
ment interaction (Trigger 2006). Environmental history and environmental archae-
ology research traditions, in particular, cover a substantial body of material evidence,
reconstructing how humans perceived and changed their environments, how different
cultures utilized natural resources, and how societies responded to short and long-
term environmental change (Haldon et al. 2018; Riede 2017; Kintigh et al. 2014a, b).
This latter focus has received sustained attention since the second half of the twen-
tieth century and has been dominated by cases of so-called collapse (Tainter 1988).
However, as Butzer (2012: 3632) explains, “the concept has intuitive appeal but
ambiguous meaning” that draws attention to historical disciplines, but without suffi-
cient clarification of relevance (Richer et al. 2019) or validity under closer scrutiny.
This chapter addresses the pervasiveness of collapse and resilience concepts with
the aim of reconsidering how historical data, case studies and ‘lessons from the
past’ may be applicable in environmental science, as well as in various policy and
governance (e.g. planning and emergency response) contexts. If we are indeed now
living in a no-analog age, then some of the most significant challenges for historical
disciplines today include identifying, unpacking and demonstrating the relevance
of pre-modern social and environmental cases not only to present-day vulnerabili-
ties, but also to scenario-building efforts intended to better prepare our societies for
potential social-ecological crises and risks in the future.

Among other questions, this chapter asks what insights and information from
before the Great Acceleration and the Anthropocene (as most widely defined) may
hold for the wicked and messy environmental challenges facing twenty-first century
globalized society. In turn, we consider the insights and richness that deep-time
perspectives can offer to global change research, particularly now in the first years of
the United Nation’s Decade of Action to deliver the Sustainable Development Goals
as the international science community and intergovernmental bodies attempt to
address, with increasing urgency, climate change, biodiversity loss, wealth disparity,
unsustainable consumption and resource usage as well as a great many other global
challenges (UN SDG 2021). These high-level actors, internationally and nationally,
have begun to be more active and vocal in efforts to engage scientific domains such
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as qualitative social sciences and the humanities, as well as indigenous knowledge
communities, in the very processes of knowledge production, scientific assessment
and policy advisement that have effectively excluded them for the past half century
(Castree et al. 2014). The Club of Rome’s report The Limits to Growth (Meadows
et al. 1972) helped to consolidate the environmental turn that had already begun
as a grass-roots cultural and political preoccupation in the 1960s into an ever more
coherent policy agenda of national and international prominence from the 1970s
and 1980s onward (Blewitt 2018). However, the role of humanities and qualitative
social sciences in large-scale efforts to assess relevant scientific knowledge for the
purposes of policy planning on questions of environment, climate, conservation and
sustainability has until the past few years tended to regard these knowledge domains
(historical studies and critically examined data sources of the past in particular),
as othered bedfellows so strange they have essentially had no place in the bed,
reminiscent of the famous opening line of L.P Hartley’s novel The Go-Between:
“The past is a foreign country; they do things differently there” (1953).

There are some very notable signs recently that the situation has changed and that
active collaboration is genuinely being encouraged between mainstays of the global
change agenda, such as geosphere and biosphere research communities, and human-
ities disciplines, including historical studies, anthropological/archaeological disci-
plines, cultural heritage, arts and philosophy. These include: (1) UNESCO’s formal-
ization in spring 2021 of the humanities-ledBRIDGESCoalition as the Sustainability
Science arm of its international science programme Management of Social Trans-
formations; (2) the first ever UNESCO-ICOMOS-IPCC International Co-Sponsored
Meeting on Culture, Heritage, and Climate Change and in December 2021 and publi-
cation of three white papers scoping the crucial intersection of heritage and climate
in early 2022 (UNESCO 2020a, b; ICOMOS 2019).

While these developments are certainly welcome and long overdue, recent high-
level international initiatives promoting the value of integrated humanities, social
sciences, and natural sciences research for sustainability, including co-production of
knowledge and solutions-orientated action on global challenges with diverse (non-
academic) societal partners, carries its own risks tied to no small degree with the very
ambitions on which many of these scientific, epistemic and social innovations rest
(Castree 2014, 2016; Jackson et al. 2018). Enhanced expectations of the strategic
benefits that historical case studies and data can provide to policymakers, in tandem
with previously siloed wisdom from non-academic communities (e.g. knowledge-
able local citizen scientists partnering with scholars and scientists, inhabitants of
threatened social and environmental systems, including indigenous communities),
can run the risk of producing shallow or scientifically questionable results if scien-
tific integrity and quality take a back seat to shorter term political or social agendas,
however meaningful and justifiable these priorities may be on their own or in a wider
societal context. This is the note of caution on which we conclude, together with a
series of questions proposed for further investigation.
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Historical Experiments: Primacy, Principle and Practice

What role can past cases of social-ecological system disturbance play in helping
scientists, policymakers and environmental managers address present and future
vulnerabilities facing societies in the twenty-first century? Why and how societal
crises typically develop, as well as what shapes their generalized outcomes, are
questions of central interest not only to the risk and crisis research community but
to planning, governance and response agencies. These are questions where histor-
ical research disciplines, it would stand to reason, should be in a strong position to
contribute knowledge and useful case studies capable of having real world impact.
How well does such an expectation hold up? Can case studies of particular past soci-
eties that underwent extreme exogenous or endogenous stress demonstrate whether
certain communities or socioeconomic structures are more amenable to change
without losing vital system capacities or integrity? Efforts to address such ques-
tions may understandably tempt us to think in rather reductive values of success or
failure. Such logic, along with the master narratives that undergird it, have exerted
a powerful hold on the popular imagination in recent decades (Diamond 2005; see
Middleton 2017) and have even influenced policy and governance agendas to some
degree (see IPCC AR5, Chap. 16, 2014).

Why are some past societies considered as more successful, having adapted to
major human or natural disturbances, while others have become the historical poster
children of societal collapse and failure? In the clarity of hindsight, the causes ofwhat
has been described as societal collapse inmany of these narratives can appear predes-
tined. In some cases, unsustainable resource use can expose societies to long-term
deprivation inwhat has been termedworld systems theory—the transition of societies
from core, hegemonic to more marginal, peripheral political economies (Wallerstein
2004)—or exacerbated existing inequalities potentially leading to what often gets
called ‘collapse’ (Tainter 1988; Diamond 2005; Kohler and Smith 2018). For other
societies, exposure to acute shocks, such as extreme weather events (e.g., flooding,
drought, extreme heat or frost), natural hazards (e.g., volcanic eruptions, earthquakes,
tsunamis) orwarfare, can possibly trigger violent shifts in operational and governance
capacities at their prior levels of complexity. Such shifts in complexity—or threshold
crossing events—have been conceptualized using a range of theoretical frameworks
and have occupied significant debate in archaeology and history, particularly in the
last 15 years (Tainter 2003; McAnany and Yoffee 2010). How to usefully charac-
terize sudden disruptions or more chronic stress and their respective effects on past
societies have been central to the discourses of collapse, andmore recently resilience,
including discussions of what these concepts specifically mean and entail, and if they
can indeed help us to understand the dynamics of long-term social and environmental
change (Aimers 2007; Middleton 2012, 2017; Jackson et al. 2017). Just what such
system disruptions may be able to tell us about challenges associated with future
environmental change, even the prospect of social-ecological system collapse, are
questions of another kind and order altogether. However, in numerous sectors of
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political and social debate, in technocratic interventions focused on innovation in the
science-policy interface and indeed even within some nascent fields such as sustain-
ability science, earnest efforts are underway to plan for mitigation of the risks our
societies could face if pathway dependencies or system shocks contribute to future
structural or functional changes in societies and environments from which these
systems are unable to recover (Dow et al. 2013; Wise et al. 2014). Discussions and
efforts unfolding in each of these sectors give meaningful space to rational consider-
ation of how incentive structures underpinning human behavior, among other things,
can be altered to avoid disastrous worst-case outcomes within such systems (O’Brien
2018).

Anticipating future hazards is a significant challenge that is both compounded and
undermined by environmental complexity, technological innovation and the interac-
tion of social systems with and within these systems (Bostrom and Cirkovic 2008).
Popper (1956) termed this difficulty The Poverty of Historicism: the complexity
of interacting natural and social systems making historical prediction intractable.
From the perspective of risk science, this is due to two critical deficiencies. First,
we cannot know the full range of future hazards that societies may face, nor char-
acterize the extent to which they may yield harm (Hochrainer-Stigler et al. 2020).
Poorly identified or poorly characterized hazards can leave societies open to surprise,
making it difficult for stakeholders to adequately respond to threats as they arise, and
for societies more broadly to understand how best to act and overcome associated
disruptions (IRGC 2018; Hynes et al. 2022). One example of hazard uncertainty is
captured in November’s (2008) characterisation of the spatiality of risk, where new
social configurations create ill-defined ‘grey areas’ for risk management. Attention
has been drawn to theGeneva fire department’s broadening of the traditional fire risks
from poorlymaintained apartments to incorporate risks on industrial estates that have
been repurposed for residential and nightlife but may also include hazardous chem-
icals and machinery (November 2008). Second, even if we may have some knowl-
edge of the hazards we could face in a certain area, there is a near infinite number of
societal vulnerabilities that can influence or impact these hazards. Societal systems,
from infrastructure to the environment, from commerce to governance and culture,
involve a wide range of nested dependencies that, if disrupted, can generate sudden,
cascading disruptions, breakdown or even failure (Hoffman and Oliver-Smith 2001).
Even if we were to harden one potential vulnerability (e.g., safeguarding public
health through agricultural sustainability), other unexpected exposure points remain
(e.g., the sudden arrival of a deadly human pathogen). Moreover, conversation in
the ‘risk and vulnerability’ research community emphasizes the cultural construc-
tion of disasters, proposing that societies generally tend not to be truly prepared or
spared from the extreme effects of system disruptions, but merely manage shocks
and longer-term stress on the system by distributing the risks internally to the most
socially vulnerable groups and the most redundant structures and functions (see, e.g.
Oliver-Smith and Hoffman eds. 2020). This is a view consistent with environmental
humanities scholar Rob Nixon’s concept of slow violence (Nixon 2011) and calls to
mind Joseph Tainter’s oft-noted observation: “Some people and some ecosystems
benefit from sustainability efforts, while others don’t.When confrontedwith the term
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“sustainability,” therefore, one should always ask: Sustain what, for whom, for how
long, and at what cost?” (Tainter 2003, 214–15).

From an historical perspective, path dependency and lock-in can have significant
ramifications for social, political and technological transformations towards sustain-
able and resilient societies (Wise et al. 2014; Adamson et al. 2018; Jackson et al.
2018; O’Brien 2018). System path dependence, especially in environmental policy,
can reinforce a tendency to favor status quooperations,making it difficult for societies
to anticipate risk and build capacity (Samuelson and Zeckhauser 1988; Yudkowsky
2008; Riede and Jackson 2020). An example of this is the identification of socio-
technical lock-in, such as car culture, that undermines the wider transition to public
transport and cycling in urban environments (Urry 2007; Geels 2012). Lacking a
catalyzing incentive to change (or a disincentive to move away from existing behav-
iors, e.g., unsustainable resource consumption), societies can become locked into
path dependencies that leave them increasingly vulnerable to crisis. A prominent
example of such pathways can be seen in the Representative Concentration Pathway
projections of IPCC AR5 (2014), which plot a range of possible emissions trajec-
tories that map onto climate risk projections in what have come to be known as
the ‘burning embers’ diagrams.1 Path dependent behaviors have become ossified in
common assumptions about economic logical and rational choice. Such assumptions
of Homo economicus fail to take account of irrational practices that damage public
health and fail to take anticipatory action to address environmental damage (Dietz
et al. 2003; Thaler and Sunstein 2008; Palma-Oliveira et al. 2018). This may be
associated with insufficient information to inform choices or social norms that create
path dependent behaviors—with notable examples including dietary choices due to
lack of choice or information, personal hygiene such as washing hands, and driving
rather than taking public transport—all of which are informed by choice of archi-
tecture (i.e., infrastructure, social context) (Thaler and Sunstein 2008). Adapting
from one paradigm to another often requires a forceful driver that, while reorienting
societal and environmental system properties, can also lead to highly unfavorable
outcomes (Allen et al. 2019). Even when extreme systemic change generates growth
and normatively preferable long-term outcomes, the lived experience of those in the
time of crisis may be violent, unjust, chaotic and prone to deprivation.

Policymakers and scientists need insight not only to identify the characteristics that
promote societal resilience to disruption, but also realistic approaches to how such
resilience might be generated without the risk of sweeping societal harm. Historical
cases, because they may be viewable from a distance as “completed experiments of
the past” (Speilmann et al. 2016; Nelson et al. 2017), provide narratives and insight
into both needs, yet lessons from historical scholarship only reach decision makers
with considerable difficulty and historical expertise may be ignored or mis-applied.
In the postWW2period, the “lessons of history” formany policymakerswere largely
restricted to the perceived lessons of the Munich appeasement, leading directly to

1 As Mahony and Hulme (2012) explain, the “burning embers” diagrams that have featured in the
IPCC Assessment Reports have become prominent visualisations of abstract conceptualizations of
future risk.
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prolonged and deadly intervention in conflicts in Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia
that produced long-term human and ecological damage that continue to the present
(Hess 1994; Hendrickson and McMaster 1997; Khong and Yuen 1990). Pathway
dependency and failure to apply appropriate locally scaled historical perspectives
have had similarly disastrous outcomes for US, Soviet, and other outsidemilitary and
nation-building efforts in Afghanistan where Afghan and Central Asian long-term
history and the political dynamics of kin-based society regulatedby feudwere ignored
and inappropriate social, economic, and military models were initially employed
and never seriously reconsidered over decades of conflict (Loyn 2009; Waldman
2013). Neither Western nor Soviet leadership applied the locally scaled “lessons
of history” of prior social and economic structures in both South-East and Central
Asia that promoted long-term resilience in the face of both local factional and ethnic
conflict and resistance to external hegemonic threats (Mongol, Chinese, French,
British, Russian). The input of historians and social scientists aware of the actual local
historical backgrounds, the likely future range of social strategies of resilience and
repeating local patterns of social durability or fragility were ignored or undervalued
by a succession of policymakers applying inappropriate historical lessons.

Theory as Tool: Complex Adaptive Systems

Better connecting appropriate historical cases with other data and the analytical tools
of complex systems theoryor other scenario exercises (Rounsevell andMetzger 2010)
could help to bridge such gaps. To understand change in the past, the traditional
approach is to establish a temporally ordered chain of events, termed causation,
which allows generalization about a behavior. Causation is a dependent relationship
among events/properties/variables. If we are to learn from the past, the establishment
of causation is both fundamental—in that a chronology of events is necessary—and
problematic, because the past, like the present, is the sum of many events, properties,
and variables that operate at various temporal and spatial scales and have relevant
properties (e.g., slow/fast, change in rate of change). The adaptive cycle common to
resilience serves more often as a model or metaphor for change over time rather than
a road map for complex interrelations.

Complex adaptive systems (CAS) can carry research into deep time and offer
a more nuanced and practical interpretation of the past. CAS offer several ways
to analyze and incorporate time into historical analysis: initial conditions, path
dependency, a tendency to undergo irreversible processes (thus creating system
history). Complex systems (such as the human–environment relation) are comprised
of both linear (predictable) and non-linear (emergent) properties. This fundamental
dynamism makes CAS the very essence of change over time (Sinclair et al. 2018).
The establishment of this more robust form of causation requires a meta-theoretical
approach that considers the properties of dynamic systems (Allana and Clark 2018).
Research in this arena focuses on how the entire system operates and how its design
and operation affect risk (Webster 2005). A tight chronology of events before the fact
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is a first step in the study of dramatic change and remains indispensable. However,
many ways of knowing about the past (e.g., documents, environmental data, archae-
ological materials, individual and collective experience) add to the diversity of infor-
mation, offer cross-checks to its interpretation, and contribute to a more holistic
reading of key factors that shaped decisions.Interactions can be influenced in several
ways, including path dependency, feedback, and memory. Path dependency means
that past events amplify through positive feedback to strongly affect interactions
today. For instance, the loss of Finland to Russia in the Swedish-Russian war of
1808−9 led to border closures, which continue to influence the development of rein-
deer husbandry in Sweden (Moen and Keskitalo 2010). The tendency of decision
makers to follow and amend earlier decisions is powerful, minimizing costs and
disruption and adhering to tradition. Feedbacks are chains of events that influence
themselves, either positively or negatively. A classic example of a positive feedback
is that the higher temperatures of climate change melt ice and snow at high latitudes,
changing the albedo (the reflectivity of the surface) and trapping more heat, which
in turn increases temperatures, and melts more snow. Memory and short system
history may also affect interactions. One example is the common use of baselines
in fisheries management to assess the wellbeing of preferred species, using recent
data and individual experience, thus missing the tell-tale signs of earlier mismanage-
ment (Engelhard et al. 2015). All these modifications have strong effects on dynamic
systems.

Diversity, Flexibility and Durability: An Alternative
Nomenclature with Alternative Implications

The concept of durability has been introduced (Murphy and Crumley 2021) in
contrast to themore familiar terms of resilience and sustainability. The term resilience
is often used simply as the ability to withstand a shock without a fundamental
change of functions, whereas forms that permit reorganization at diverse scales and
contexts of time and space, while others remain unchanged, can be examined more
usefully, and perhaps less opaquely, using the concept of durability.Most importantly,
resilience does not offer a robust means for dealing with change over time.

The term sustainability also tends to fail the needs of different communities of
practice because it often carries the connotation of ‘able to be continued indefinitely’
(e.g., an activity that does not acknowledge the inevitable reality of a resource’s
deterioration or depletion) and does not fit well with complex dynamic systems that
endure diverse challenges. To apply lessons from the past to today’s issues, we must
keep in mind that most social systems—ancient and contemporary—have suffered
the impacts of climate change, populationfluctuations, resource depletion, pestilence,
and greed.

Durability, in contrast, is the positive outcome of practices and strategies that
were undertaken and refined over time as the context changed (Murphy and Crumley
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2021). A durable system is the result of a long-term process that is characterized
by continuous development, accumulation of knowledge, and incremental experi-
mentation and observation. It includes how societies regenerated after episodes of
‘collapse’ or managed the ‘art of not collapsing’. By studying the trajectories of
durable systems that we can investigate in the archaeological and historical record
and in communities of practice, we can avoid some of this trial and error (Crumley
1994, 2007).

Working through case studies that span geographies, cultures, social systems, and
time periods, we identify common threads that represent various levels of success
in past efforts to cope with changing environmental conditions. These approaches
often combine mitigation and adaptation activities undertaken in close collaboration
with local and indigenous communities.

Durability does not, however, imply lasting forever. Durability introduces the
idea that things will not last forever and must be maintained, while simultaneously
advocating for investing in the right moves that will help these things last longer. The
characteristics of management strategies that lead to durability are worth examining
and establishing more fully. It is necessary to study further the effects of short-
term decision making on long-term durability, including how decisions made by
distant policymakersmay ignore thoughtful strategies that provide the ‘non-declining
utility’ (a common definition of sustainability) of key resources (e.g., soil, organic
matter, fresh water) over relatively long timescales. Recent work has begun to detail
which factors contribute to the building of durable systems and which introduce
vulnerabilities over great time scales, fromseveral centuries tomillennia (Brewington
et al. 2015, Hicks et al. 2016).

Two such factors are diversity and flexibility. For long-term societal survival,
archaeological data and historical records show us that diversity is key. A recurring
strategy found in durable systems includes theflexibility that diversity provides. These
reinforce one another: while diversity (of resources, strategies, and perspectives)
is the basis for wider choices, flexibility is the ability to alter management and
governance to better fit the situation. Biocultural diversity is the basis for flexible
social, political, economic, and other strategies. Diverse and flexible strategies within
a social-ecological system that has some slack—where each key variable need not be
‘just right’ for the system to function—offer risk management options that provide
vital latitude in the face of external or internal changes (Dugmore et al. 2013).

Many of the long-lasting examples in the archaeological and historical record
involve political systems that were dramatically transformed over time, but which
overlay a social system that lasted millennia (Meyer and Crumley 2011). These
underlying systems were diverse and flexible; they were also labor-intensive, and
often imbued with a worldview that honored and protected key resources. They
contrast dramatically with today’s widespread clear-cutting, fossil-fuel dependency,
high energy requirement, use of chemical fertilizers and pesticides, monoculture, and
so on, to produce food (Hilding-Rydevik et al. 2018; Iuga et al. 2018). Past practices
and management strategies are reservoirs of knowledge that provide viable options
for today and can point to alternative strategies for the future.
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Learning from Systems Under Stress: Antecedents
and Anticipation

Modern societies are afflicted with a variety of stressors that may yield substan-
tial and lasting harms if not ameliorated. The SARS-CoV-2 pandemic (hereafter
COVID-19) contains an abundance of potential cases where we can see clearly
divergent outcomes: nations/sectors of short-term or blunted impact, nations/sectors
with extensive disruption yet rapid recovery, and nations/sectors with sustained and
grievous losses in complexity. In some societies the economic, social, and envi-
ronmental sectors, and their assets, have recovered quickly from disruption, while
others lag well behind their pre-pandemic levels of functionality. The core vari-
able informing system performance in this regard is often described as the systems’
resilience, or system capacity to recover from and adapt to disruption (Hynes et al.
2020). Systemic resilience can be influenced by history, nature, and current culture,
as evidenced by the very different outcomes of COVID-19 response in island states
like Iceland and New Zealand with high levels of contemporary political cooperation
(social capital) and investment in science education and deep historical memories of
disastrous epidemics as part of the national historical narrative in comparison with
nations experiencing depleted social capital and easy international and inter-regional
travel when confronted by pandemic. In Iceland and New Zealand, the impacts of
smallpox in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries form part of school curricula
while the story of the 1917–21 Spanish Flu was a specialist subject in the US until
2020 (e.g., Moxnes and Christopherson 2008; Flecknoe et al. 2018). It may be that
resilience can be driven by accumulated social capital and the presence of an ocean
“moat” in the recent pandemic examples of Iceland and New Zealand, but effec-
tive policy still needs the support of a fully and appropriately mobilized historical
consciousness for policymakers.

The study of complex systems is a growing field of scholarship driven by a desire
to understand how various societal, infrastructural, and economic interconnections
collectively influence actions and outcomes (Urry 2003). Such systems thinking is
usually driven by a desire to understand susceptibility to extreme events or shocks
in modern complex societies increasingly reliant on interconnected digital systems
to facilitate functionality (Walker and Salt 2012). Though this sort of scholarship
may certainly be helpful in enabling societal resilience in the face of a variety of
uncertain and complex disruptive events, its emphasis on exploring modern systems
to the exclusion of the past ignores one promising avenue of inquiry—the ability to
understand and explain why certain societies or institutions in the past survived and
recovered from significant disruptions, and why others appear to have collapsed or
declined into reduced forms for extended periods of time.

Systems theory and resilience are philosophies and analytical strategies that
can help explain how internal system structure and characteristics (or “endo-
geneities”) influence the capacity of systems to prevent, mitigate, and recover from
external shocks and stresses of an extrasystemic nature (or “exogeneities”). Systemic
threats are those understood to have consequences or outcomes that can reverberate
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throughout various elements of society, such as an epidemic which has the capacity
to disrupt local economies or governance procedures. States with rigid, inadaptive
or brittle institutional, political, and economic systems may be more prone to lasting
disruption or even collapse in the most extreme cases. Similarly, those with the
capacity for recovery and adaptation in the face of a systemic exogenous shock may
be far more likely to survive and even thrive in the aftermath of such disruptions.

The potential importance of historical cases and popularly perceived “lessons of
history” in driving current understanding of societal challenges and emergencies
cannot be understated. As the COVID-19 pandemic began to spread, everyone from
senior policymakers to individual households searched for metaphors and lessons
to mitigate possible harms and anticipate what might happen next. Lacking compa-
rable cases from the recent past, experiences of the 1917–20 Spanish Flu pandemic a
century before were initially ignored, and some lessons (extensive masking, moving
classes outdoors, reducing crowding)were applied late and unevenly despite the clear
historical record of the impact on local mortality in a much deadlier pandemic event.
Failure to understand and act upon the practical historical lessons of the 1917–20
pandemic certainly exacerbated systemic losses from panic, fear, misunderstanding
and ultimately self-destructive actions at national and smaller-scale community
levels, as well as at the level of individual response.

Though it is impossible to predict all future hazards, an improved synergy from
historical cases to present and future challenges can help to: (a) equip many with
more nuanced understandings of how complex societal systems function under
duress, recognizing the tradeoffs between optimizing short term efficiency and long-
term durability and resilience (Hegmon 2017); and (b) provide some useful lessons
and strategies—a so-called usable past—that can contribute to more normatively
favorable outcomes (Cooper and Sheets 2012).

What Relevance Can History Have if We Are Living
in a No-Analog Age?

The Anthropocene has been subject to intense discussion and debate in the environ-
mental and social sciences and humanities for its implications for the nature of human
social life and ecosystem processes (Chakrabarty 2009). It is most commonly defined
as commencing in 1950, marked by a global radionuclide marker and the expansion
of extractive industries, mass consumerism and population growth (Steffen et al.
2011, 2015) as well as rapidly escalating emissions of carbon dioxide into the earth’s
atmosphere owing to numerous interrelated developments, such as increased urban-
ization, industrial expansion and globalization of commerce. Other suggestions place
the beginning of the Anthropocene in the eighteenth century, at the start of the indus-
trial era (Steffen 2003) or, more controversially, 5–8 millennia BP (Ruddiman 2003,
2007). Ruddiman’s (2013) early Anthropocene claim rests on the hypothesis that
land-use change associated with the transition to agriculture and animal husbandry
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was responsible for the stabilization of climate. But, as Erlandson and Braje (2013)
write, the arbitrary date for the start of this epoch is less relevant than the antecedent
factors that shaped it. Both archaeology and history provide evidence of the shaping
of the human niche in the earth system and how humans have adapted to long-term
climate variability (Smith and Zeder 2013). This contextual knowledge has a signifi-
cant role to play in unravelling the complexity of human impacts on and entanglement
within natural ecosystems (Boivin et al. 2016). This contextual knowledge is also
important in understanding the efficacy of long-term adaptation to environmental
change and how different scenarios may have played out when societies were faced
with acute stress. However, context also helps to highlight the dilemma of commen-
surability of scales, tools, methods and data (both their availability and resolution)
when we seek to compare cases and engage multiple disciplines across the spectrum
of scientific domains.

The subject of ‘relevance’ in historical and archaeological research—including the
associated discipline of palaeoecology—has received significant attention in recent
years (Hudson et al. 2012; Richer et al. 2019). This is a corollary of a broader
shift towards practical, impact-driven knowledge production in what has come to
be known as ‘Mode 2’ science (Barry and Born 2013; Nowotny et al. 2013). The
shift from ‘Mode 1’ to ‘Mode 2’ knowledge production has redirected the emphasis
from knowledge driven by theory and academic audiences (Mode 1 knowledge) to
a wider audience in civil society, policy and practice—so-called transdisciplinary
and co-produced knowledges (Mode 2 knowledge) (Collins and Evans 2002). For
archaeologists, this development has increasingly favored efforts to draw civil society
into knowledge production through community archaeology (Dawson et al. 2017;
Stump and Richer 2017), citizen science (Smith 2014; Dawson 2015) and museum
exhibitions (Jackson et al. 2017; Riede 2017), and has prompted debate and discus-
sion on the role that archaeology can and should play in addressing environmental
and social problems (Dawdy 2009; Riede et al. 2016; Rockman and Hritz 2020).
The same can be said of other historical studies disciplines generally, even if the
methodological realities of data retrieval and culture of scholarship in long estab-
lished or traditional approaches to historical research have tended on the whole to
make archival documentary research more of an individual and intradisciplinary
pursuit than has typically been the case in field-based archaeological and paleoen-
vironmental research, which have long favored interdisciplinary methodologies and
transdisciplinary forms of collaboration and community cooperation. There have
been calls for some time to consider the advantages of team-based interdisciplinary
and transdisciplinary approaches in particular as a viable model for conducting inte-
grated historical research, and these calls have increased in recent years especially
within projects and approaches such as historical ecology, integrated environmental
humanities and cross-field intrahistory study (historical-archaeological and paleoen-
vironmental consilience research) (Crumley 2007; Haldon et al. 2018; Hartman et al.
2017; Hartman 2015, 2016, 2020; Izdebski et al. 2016).

In some respects, the question of what relevance archaeology and history have
is fairly straightforward if not muddied by the popularity of collapse discourse in
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academia and civil society (see Jackson et al., this issue). The most obvious rele-
vance of these disciplines, as well as those closely adjacent (e.g. historical geography,
historical anthropology, historical climatology, even paleoecology and paleoclima-
tology), is their combined ability to help reveal the story of human history and the
co-evolution of society and environment (Haider et al. 2021). Popular non-fiction
literature, such as Jared Diamond’s Guns, Germs and Steel (1997) and Collapse
(2005) and Yuval Noah Harari’s Sapiens (2011) and Homo Deus (2015), provide
sweeping narratives of the rise of modern societies and the resulting impacts on
environments past, present and future. Without intense archaeological and historical
research, these highly influential texts would not be possible, but it should also be
recognized that these texts are also widely contested (see for example McAnany and
Yoffee 2010) and apply particular frameworks (e.g., determinism, reductionism) that
articulate history in particular configurations of cause and effect.

But if we are to learn from history, how one reads the past should be considered.
Which lessons of history become embedded in popular culture and become privileged
in scenario building for current and future policy making have critical importance. If
the onlymemory of conflict avoidance isMunich andAppeasement, then the pathway
to frequent military interventions and massive investment in standing military deter-
rence on hair trigger readiness becomes immediately deepened andwidened. Awider
reading of historical examples might flag up the recurring problems of past states
over-investment in militaries increasingly unsuited to their actual missions leading
ultimately to state instability and painful hegemonic transition.

Archaeological and historical records can be broadly divided into two categories
of relevance: discrete and continuous. Discrete information includes examples of
so-called completed experiments of the past, where societies have a discontinuity
with the present. Abandoned settlement or societies that came to an unrecorded end
fit within this category and have often been examined for retrospective evidence of
social vulnerability, social-ecological resilience and adaptative capacity and flex-
ibility (Diamond and Robinson 2010; Butzer and Enfield 2012; Speilmann et al.
2016). Continuous information, by contrast, has a continuity with contemporary
environmental and social problems (Sachs 2020). Mass extinction, land-use change,
species domestication and the evolution of societies and technological innovations
can all be understood through a retroactive analysis of human–environment interac-
tion (Boivin et al. 2016) that remains ongoing. Example of these continuous data are
the vast archives of animal bones and historical records of commercial fishing in the
North Atlantic since ~AD 1000 (Kwok 2017; Barrett 2018). Such records provide
evidence of the scale of fishing, the average catch size and the spatial distribution
of fish over the last millennium, improving our understanding of human impacts on
marine ecosystems at the local and regional scale and offering a revised baseline for
pristine marine ecosystems (Hambrecht et al. 2018; Hilding-Rydevik et al. 2018).

Though underutilized, archaeological data that have a continuity with contempo-
rary environmental impacts has a clear relevance for policy and practice (Cooper and
Sheets 2012). Legislation on marine protected areas and broader conservation and
resource-use practices can benefit significantly from a deeper understanding of the
long-term impacts of human activities on ecosystem structure (Dunne et al. 2016).
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But if discrete archaeological and historical records are to have a relevance in policy
and practice, the lessons need to be interpreted carefully and translated with a clear
acknowledgement of the opportunities and limitations of such datasets (Table 1). A
consistent criticism of Diamond’s historical narrative has been his lack of training
in archaeology and history, but for a clear recognition of relevance to be grasped,
historians and archaeologists must provide a clear exposition of opportunities and
limitations of using such records (d’Alpoim Guedes et al. 2016). This can permit the
location of usable archaeological information that is relevant to policy priorities (see
Stump 2013), usable knowledge.

However, realizing this ambition way well depend on stronger concerted efforts
among relevant scholarly communities to align historical studies, in the broadest and
most usefully inclusive sense, with open science ambitions. This could be done, for
example, by investing in expanded and robust cyber infrastructure enabling manage-
ment and sharing of data more effectively across disciplinary communities without
counter-productive contextual knowledge losses (i.e., with glosses and critical appa-
ratuses that could help to translate data with greater nuance for use and distillation
across scientific and scholarly communities). Such efforts would depend on building
and enhancing research infrastructures, and targeting funding priorities that could
enable them, that almost by definitionwould need to addresswider scientific domains
extending far beyond the needs of individual subjects. Such a vision of research
design might well involve working backward from identification of present or future
societal challenges to be addressed through integrated/consilient research on compa-
rable challenges faced by societies in the past, and then identifying the knowledge
needs to be facilitated in order to address those challenges through a more successful
integration of data and methods than is generally observed today across distinct
scientific/scholarly disciplinary communities. Such open science investments can
also have further benefits by improving the science/policy interface.

What Deep Time Perspectives Can Offer to Contemporary
Debates

Natural experiments are used increasingly in historical disciplines to formalize
comparison because it is often not possible, for practical or ethical reasons, to conduct
controlled laboratory-based experiments (Dunning 2008, 2012). In archaeology, this
method has been used to examine, among other things, variation in artefacts styles to
assess the linkage between technological change and environmental variables (Riede
2006, 2014), to examine the role of humans in the deforestation of Pacific islands
(Rolett and Diamond 2004), and to examine patterns of subsistence, settlement and
exchange using computationmodels (Kohler et al. 2012). Advances in computational
modelling and data resolution in particular have improved our ability to link changes
in human societies with environmental change (d’Alpoim Guedes et al. 2016). For
example, such models have been used to examine the effects of climate change on
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Table 1 Summary of the pros and cons of historical and archaeological studies with lessons of
climate change impacts and adaptation

Table 1 Climate change adaptation studies of the past

Pros Cons

Record length and resolution Deep-time perspectives provide
an extensive longitudinal
analysis of human populations
prior to, throughout and in the
aftermath of climate
perturbation, natural hazard
events and other broader
socio-political and economic
stressors (Kintigh et al. 2014a, b;
Riede 2014b; Butzer 2012)

Data resolution is limited to
material remains, written
records, and environmental
proxies as evidence of human
activities. Evidence may be
incomplete, lack precision or be
subject to bias given the
methods, interpretation, and
varied preservation of the record
(Ogilvie 2010)

Multiple sites, cultures and rates
of change

Deep-time records provide
evidence of human responses
(positive and negative) to the
differential impacts of climate
change. Multiple sites across
space and between different
cultures provide evidence of
different strategies adopted to
adapt to changing
environmental, economic and
political conditions (Nelson et al.
2006; Spielmann et al. 2016)

Selective human sampling of the
environment plus differences in
rates of preservation across
archaeological sites can lead to
an inconsistent and partial record
across space and through time
(Dawson 2015)

Distributed settlement networks
and regional-scale
environmental change

Distributed observational
networks of the past offer new
ways of combining local records
of human activities in the past.
Combining accurate datasets
across entire regions provides a
multidimensional long-term
record of human adaptation to
climate change (Nelson et al.
2016; Dugmore et al. 2013)

Societies of the past have
inherent differences to societies
in the twenty-first century.
Revolutions in science,
automobility, economic
development and health
distinguish modern societies and
cultures from the past (Butzer
2012)

Analog and Analogy The archaeological record offers
a ‘completed experiment’ of the
impacts on and responses of
human populations to climate
change (Dugmore et al. 2013)

The absolute size of population,
settlement, economic networks,
migration and infrastructure in
the twenty-first century is
without historical parallel
(Butzer 2012)

Processes and responses hold
similar characteristics in
contemporary and past societies.
Equality, sharing and traditional
forms of knowledge are similar
processes in modern and
pre-modern societies (Kintigh
et al. 2014b)

Anthropogenic climate change is
having effects on the rate and
magnitude of global change on a
scale never witnessed by human
societies, though processes
operating at the local scale are,
in some cases, similar (Boivin
et al. 2016)
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maize cultivation and turkey raising in the prehispanic Pueblo societies of the US
Southwest (Kohler et al. 2012; Bocinsky and Kohler 2014). Biocultural changes and
human-environmental impacts have also undergone extensive analysis, comparing
environmental variables with resource accessibility as a way of assessing societal
resilience (Hegmon 2017; Spielmann et al. 2016; Rolett and Diamond 2004).

Studying social and environmental change from a deep time perspective offers
useful context scales (from multigenerational to millennial-scale) to understand the
origins of modern societal problems (Redman 2005; Marks 2015; Burke 2015).
Kohler (2012) stresses this point to emphasize the importance of historicity to social
evolution and response to social and environmental hazards. This requires consider-
ation of the impacts that social and environmental phenomena have on the resilience
of societies to hazards in the long term (Kohler 2012). For example, the investment in
canal irrigation systems by the Hohokam in the US Southwest was successful over
a multi-century timescale of sustaining farming, increasing settlement concentra-
tion, supporting investment in public architecture, and evolving hierarchical modes
of governance (Nelson et al. 2012, 2016). Irrigation systems allowed settlements to
manage short-term variations in precipitation, but this also enhanced reliance on the
socio-economic systems supported by irrigation.As environmental conditions deteri-
orated from the late-14 and fifteenth centuries, the irrigation systemwas damaged by
unanticipated flooding and was subsequently unable to manage extensive drought.
The investment in communal infrastructures enhanced path dependency, making
it difficult to invest in alternative resources (Nelson et al. 2012). By contrast, the
Mimbres settlement, also of the US Southwest, shows no evidence of pronounced
hierarchy and little investment in public infrastructure, and it developed in very
different ways to the Hohokam. Recent evidence of flexible settlement and pottery
production suggests a greater capacity of the Mimbres to respond to drought and
economic change (Nelson et al. 2006), albeit at lower population densities (Nelson
et al. 2016). Such long-term datasets can provide the depth required for researchers
to examine discrete cases in a broader diachronic context and to explain the various
limitations on a given society’s social and cultural capacity to adapt (Butzer 2012;
Spielmann et al. 2016).

The analysis of past disasters also has the potential to demonstrate a causal rela-
tionship between the pre-impact vulnerability of populations to social and environ-
mental change and evidence of post-impact cultural change (Cooper and Sheets
2012; Riede 2014). Box 1 provides examples of disaster risk reduction (DRR) in
contemporary and palaeosocietal contexts. Understanding how societies responded
differently to extreme events, such as volcanic eruptions, provides a basis not only
to assess socio-cultural limitations, but also suitability of anticipatory or post-impact
adjustments to risk. With sufficient data resolution, archaeology and other historical
sciences can provide empirical evidence of challenges associated with long-term
adaptation to disasters and environmental change, whereas contemporary research
relies on informed speculation on societal capacity to adapt to future, and hence
unknown, environmental change. In turn, such experiments of history, with their
known outcomes, can feed into the evidence-based construction of realistic disaster
scenarios (Mazzorana et al. 2009; Riede 2017).
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Box 1: The temporality of risk: Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR)

Disaster risk reduction (DRR) is a field concerned with risk reduction in
human settlements in proximity to hydrometerological hazards, such as hurri-
cane hotspots and mountainous areas prone to avalanches (Keiler et al. 2006;
Fuchs et al. 2007), geophysical hazards, such as volcanic eruptions and tectonic
zones (Smith 2013), and anthropogenic hazards, such as industrial and infras-
tructure hazards (November 2008). These fields receive substantial government
funding and attention from the natural sciences, civil engineering and the social
sciences for their roles in reducing societal risk via monitoring and prediction
(Earle et al. 2012), hazard-response protocols (Alexander 2010), infrastructure
design, and post-disaster relief (Alexander 1995, 1997). There is also a signif-
icant archaeological literature on past disasters (Riede 2014a, 2016, 2017;
Riede 2017), and the long-term cultural responses to environmental change
(Dugmore et al. 2013; Dow et al. 2013). Riede’s (2014a) science of past disas-
ters emphasises the potential of long-term cases, or completed experiments, for
assessing ‘possibilistic’ (Clarke 2007, 2008) outcomes of volcanic eruptions on
human populations, evaluating the spatio-temporal impacts of eruptions, and
the long-term interplay of social contextual factors, impact event, and capacity
to respond (Riede 2017)

Deep-time perspectives can illustrate the vulnerabilities of populations before
and after eruption events to explain both the ‘spatiality’ (November 2008)
and ‘temporality’ of risk (Riede 2017). Iceland, for example, is alert to the
immediate effects of eruption events on nearby settlements, farming, and
aviation (Donovan and Oppenheimer 2011). In contrast, transatlantic aviation
between Europe and North America was unprepared for impacts associated
with the 2010 eruption of Eyjafjallajökull (Lund and Benediktsson 2011).
This was largely due to the unanticipated synergistic effects of a volcanic
plume, meteorological conditions and a lack of appropriate crisis management
(Alexander 2013; Inkpen 2016; Donovan and Oppenheimer 2012). From a
DRR perspective, effective crisis response requires the identification of the
far-reaching effects of such events on vulnerable social groups (Linkov et al.
2022a), ‘critical infrastructures’ (Linkov et al. 2022b), essential resources, and
environmental stability (Kuklicke and Demeritt 2016). Vitally, it is often the
frequency of hazards that conditions populations to risks (Lawson et al. 2012);
the more frequent events occur, the more a population is required to adapt its
behaviour (Rockman 2003, 2012). Therefore, the vulnerability of a population
to low-frequency yet high-magnitude events may not be apparent until such
an event takes place (Dugmore and Vésteinsson 2012). Long-term perspective
that can more effectively include the complex social responses and spatial and
temporal impacts of rare events (such as volcanic hazards) on past societies
adds important context to the societal perception of risk.
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Possibilistic Reasoning, Counterfactuals and Scenario
Modelling

In modern adaptive management strategies many agencies and organizations have
been strongly influenced by the Resilience Alliance’s widely disseminated Assessing
Resilience in Social-Ecological Systems: Workbook for Practitioners (2010) which
emphasizes practices aimed at breaking out of path dependent management struc-
tures and accepting levels of uncertainty and risk as part of an ongoing process of
assessment, application, and re-assessment. An example below taken from Wash-
ington State’s criteria for evaluating and prioritizing adaptation options provides a
useful example of the kinds of questions practitioners and policy makers are now
asking. Note that most of these relevance questions have a historical component and
will in practice be difficult to address with only a few decades of records to consult.
All would benefit from contributions by scholars of the past (Table 2).

Adaptive management strategies and the recommendations of the RA Workbook
(2010) are regularly connected to the process of scenario building as a means of
coping with uncertain futures, often deliberately contemplating a range of “what if”
counter-factual pasts to get a better understanding of an actual range of potential
future outcomes (Levy 2008; Ison et al. 2014). Climate change response is increas-
ingly seen as one of the ultimate “Wicked Problems” which defy effective problem
formulation and resist simple engineering solutions that ignore the social and prac-
tical limits imposed by prior interventions and longer historical trends. Current

Table 2 Criteria for evaluating adaptation options. Adapted from Table 2.11 in Washington State
2010 Climate Response Strategy “Potential Criteria for evaluating and prioritizing adaptation
options” (http://www.ecy.wa.gov.climatechange/2010TAG.htm)

Criteria Relevance

Importance What is at stake if we do nothing? Are changes likely to affect unique or valuable
species, ecological functions, keystone environments, watersheds, treaty rights?

Urgency What ae the costs of delaying action? Is it likely to cost more to implement later
than now? Are the consequences of not acting now irreversible?

Co-Benefits Are there benefits beyond the immediate adaptation goal? Will total benefits long
term exceed the costs of implementation? Are costs and benefits equitably
distributed across communities?

Feasibility How feasible is the proposed action given existing laws, policies, and the political
climate? How technically feasible is the action? Is there an opportunity to
repurpose existing actions and strategies or will a completely new approach be
required?

Robustness What is the likelihood that the proposed action will be effective across the range
of possible future scenarios? Does it allow for effective adaptive management?

Cost How costly will the proposed action be in terms of time, money, staff, or other
resources? Will this investment preclude other adaptation options or aid them?

Other What impacts on greenhouse gas emissions? Equity of impacts and benefits across
communities? Consistency with national laws and policies?

http://www.ecy.wa.gov.climatechange/2010TAG.htm
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best practice in scenario building for forward planning emphasizes the need for
wide stakeholder and knowledge holder participation in framing the initial questions
and range of possible outcomes to avoid automatically privileging “common sense”
perspectives that in practice often fatally constrain effective scenario design. There is
a need to push the historical perspective in scenario building back beyond the decadal
scale and to incorporate more diverse and detailed “lessons of history” delivered by
knowledge holding communities experienced in handling the multiple practical and
theoretical issues of understanding the past (Rounsevell and Metzger 2010). The
engagement of history, environmental humanities, archaeology, and paleoecology
in agency and organizational scenario building exercises and their participation in
regular follow up assessment meetings may be a critical contribution point for these
disciplines. While the “no analog” future may in fact present challenges never before
faced by society, some social responses can be shown to be recurring across time
and cultures and others can be identified rarely. Many past societies have reacted to
local resource shortage by migration, regularly involving violence, and thus plan-
ners should build mobility (controlled and uncontrolled) as a likely feature of future
social response into most scenarios. A common feature of large-scale, long-lasting,
hegemonic, imperial, multi-cultural societies has been the creation of an inclusive
elite sub-culture with shared language, taste in art, and use of material symbols to
interconnect what may be very different local cultures in a common system that can
balance diversity and shared values. Might promoting similar mixes of diversity with
competence in participation in a shared elite culture gain support from past cases as
a positive objective for “favorable outcome” scenario end-points?

Why?

Why not?
The past thus represents both a storehouse of completed experiments in human

ecodynamics and an active resource for “what if” scenario construction and testing.

Policy Implications

One of the significant challenges for adaptation in policy and planning is the inter-
play between key concepts and terminology associated with the human dimensions
of climate change andmeasuring progress in adaptation. TheGlobal Center onAdap-
tation’s (2020) State and Trends in Adaptation report 2020 highlight among its top
policy recommendations the need to improve measures and metrics for progress
and improving the knowledge base required to inform adaptive planning. A similar
challenge is highlighted in Ford et al.’s (2018: 193) review of climate change vulner-
ability research, critiquing the ‘conceptual vagueness’, siloed nature of research,
and the ‘static’ nature of monitoring. This report and study identified the lack of
conceptual clarity and ability to test and measure adaptation and vulnerability as a
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significant barrier to effective adaptive planning. However, as we will argue, histor-
ical experiments offer analogues with which to examine, test and measure concepts
over multiple temporal and spatial scales.

As explored in the previous section, natural experiments of history or, as some
archaeologists say, completed experiments of the past, offer retrospective evidence of
human–environment interaction over extended timescales (Redman 2005; Hartman
et al. 2017). The benefit of this retrospective information is not only observable
evidence of vulnerability and adaptation to climate variability and other exogenous
changes (Nelson et al. 2016), but also the counterfactual questions that can be asked
of different societies in the context of these changes (Carr 1964). Counterfactuals
allow plausible questions to be asked regarding processes that may underly patterns
of social and ecological change in a given context. These ‘what if’ questions also
have an application in strategic planning, to determine plausible outcomes of different
decisions and to plot a range of plausible scenarios (Jin et al. 2021).

Oneof the significant errors that has plaguedhistorical and archaeological research
in the early twenty-first century has been the assumption that deterministic and reduc-
tionist understandings of human–environment interaction will yield lessons about
how to respond to environmental change in the future (see for example Diamond
1997, 2005). Such approaches have been critiqued for their limited emphasis on
human agency, ingenuity and capacity in response to environmental challenges
(McAnany and Yoffee 2010). But more importantly, the lack of dialogue with
researchers of contemporary human vulnerability and adaptation has undermined
the application of historical evidence. Jackson et al. (2018) emphasize the need
for archaeologists to work in more active dialogues with researchers of contem-
porary global change, publish in interdisciplinary journals read by global change
researchers and policymakers, and use their connections with museums and local
communities to communicate archaeological relevance (Cooper and Sheets 2012;
Hartman et al. 2017; Sigurðardóttir et al. 2019). First and foremost, archaeological
and historical researchers need to carve out space for an effective dialogue with
adaptation researchers and planners where relevant and insightful evidence about
potential limits and barriers to adaptation can be identified. In this sense, knowledge
of how to respond to uncertain futures can be co-produced.

Exercises in deep-time thinking have the potential to combine expertise from
existing adaptation planning strategies and frameworks with historical evidence of
adaptive continuity and change to co-produce qualitative scenarios (see Riede and
Jackson 2020). Figure 1 visualizes the opportunity for collaborations that synthesize
lessons from historical sciences with contemporary place-based research into vulner-
ability and adaptation. This figure illustrates the distributed evidence of long-term
adaptation in the archaeological and historical record—evidence that has limited
direct application to the present. By combining evidence of adaptative, capacities,
limits and barriers, and path dependencies with existing planning, a range of poten-
tial scenarios could be tested. What if scenarios based on historical evidence could
be tested using such scenarios in order to anticipate the unanticipated consequences
of different adaptive strategies and physical and socio-economic constraints on the
adaptive pathway (see Fig. 1). As noted earlier, the contingency of human responses
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Fig. 1 Framework for scenario synthesis that combined historical scenarios and contemporary
adaptive planning to consider a range of qualitative scenarios

to environmental change and the challenge ofmeasuring vulnerability and adaptation
are significant barriers to effective adaptive planning (Global Center on Adaptation
2020; Ford et al. 2018). Completed experiments of history can engage a largely unex-
ploited network of disciplines capable of influencing co-production and planning of
futures scenarios and anticipating barriers and limits to adaptation (see Hulme 2011).

Finally, it should be noted that adaptive planning, and environmental sustain-
ability and sustainable development more broadly, are intergenerational challenges
that, by definition, require an understanding of the interplay between continuity,
including path dependent behaviors, and social and environmental change. Progres-
sive approaches to policy andgovernance, including theWelshgovernment’sMinister
for Further Generations, already incorporate measures that think beyond current
generations. Historical disciplines potentially have a significant and growing role to
play in support of these foresight and planning efforts.

The Problems of Sustainability, Resilience, Transformation

Investigation of the human dimensions of climate change is a vast and contested
field of study (Wigley et al. 1981; Huntington et al. 2007; Castree et al. 2014).
The contestation of the field has been associated, in part, with the limited inclusion
of the social sciences and humanities in global environmental assessments, such
as the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) and the Intergovern-
mental Science-Policy Platform on Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (IPBES)
(Hartman 2015; 2020), which has spurred debate about the limited consensus on
global change terminology and associated concepts, especially among marginal-
ized disciplines and knowledge domains (Hulme 2011; Castree 2017; Castree et al.
2021). The result has been a succession of pervasive but often nebulous concepts
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that are indeed contested in specific disciplinary contexts, but insufficiently theo-
rized and debated across disciplinary boundaries and sectors. Sustainability, vulner-
ability, adaptation, resilience, and transformation, as indeed the trope of collapse, are
dominant concepts that receive significant credence and use, butminimal clarification
across subjects focusing on impacts and adaptation to climate change (Blewitt 2018).
Here we provide a brief micro-lineage of these contested terms and the challenges
associated with their use.

Though the core ideas encapsulated in the concept of sustainable development
were already current in the 1970s, arguably earlier in specific contexts (e.g. nature
conservation and preservation), the term was first coined in 1980 in the World
Conservation Strategy: Living Resource Conservation for Sustainable Develop-
ment, published by the International Union for Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources, in cooperation with the World Wildlife Fund, the United Nations Envi-
ronmental Programme, the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
andUNESCO.The concept of sustainable developmentwas distilled and popularized
in more memorable form, however, in the 1987 report of the Brundtland Commis-
sion, Our Common Future, which characterized it as development that “meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs” (WCED). Since then the term has been the subject of signifi-
cant debate. One refinement of the concept has been a growing preference in many
fields of study and social endeavor for the term sustainability over the original term
owing to the colonialist, exploitative, extractivist First-World/Third-World or Devel-
oped/UndevelopedWorld dichotomies on which the concept of sustainable develop-
ment is so evidently predicated. After all, who or what is developing in the implicit
subjectivity of the phrase?—or into whom or what else is it being developed in its
implicit non-agentive passivity? The answer is hiding in plain sight, as the so-called
undeveloped or underdeveloped world (more fully represented in the Global South)
contrastswith a developedworld (themore highly industrializedGlobalNorth)whose
unsustainable growth, rapacious appetite for overconsumption and poorly restrained
fossil-fuel energy burning during much of the 20th and now the early twenty-first
centuries have led to a projected monthly average of well over 420 ppm of carbon
dioxide in the Earth’s atmosphere in 2021 (NOAA 2022).

The inherent challenge for sustainability and sustainable development has been
the contradiction between economic growth and ecological health and flourishing, as
well as the balance of meeting human needs within ecological constraints (Mahoney
et al. 2022). The challenge of balancing needs with sustainable limits is common
throughout definitions of sustainable development and reflected in Stefanovic’s
(2000) ‘mediative thinking,’ which balances antecedent factors shaping ecological
constraints, economic development, social organization, and environmental values.
Blewitt (2018) argues that the ambiguity of sustainability and sustainable devel-
opment is also a strength, as a heuristic for balancing society, economy, and the
environment.

Since the turn of the millennium, the literature on adaptation and vulnerability to
climate change has boomed (Bassett and Fogelman 2013), but the use of this termi-
nology has remained pervasive. Although the literature has grown significantly in
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recent years, as Bassett and Fogelman (2013) explain, the characterizations of adap-
tation as ‘adjustment’ by the hazards school and ‘reformist’ by the political economy
school have been dominant counterbalancing discourses since the 1970 and 1980s.
These approaches to adaptation have been closely associated with vulnerability, with
‘adjustment’ adaptations tending to view vulnerability as the outcome of climate
impacts, while ‘reformist’ adaptations are seen as the social and political contexts
in which vulnerability to climate impacts are created (O’Brien et al. 2007). A more
recent trend has been the view of ‘transformative’ adaptation as a corollary of an
inadequate focus on the social context of vulnerability in political and economic
systems (O’Brien 2018).

Transformation, as defined in IPCC Assessment Report 5 (2014), is regarded as
a “change in the fundamental attributes of natural and human systems… [reflecting]
strengthened, altered, or aligned paradigms, goals, or values towards promoting adap-
tation for sustainable development”. Feola (2015) draws attention to the conceptual
vagueness and the remaining pervasiveness of the social transformation concept,
noting that ‘transformation’ is largely used as a metaphor for fundamental change
within a smaller problem-based literature, with the plural form reflecting a plural
understanding of the concept. Transformation has, in many ways, inherited the same
idiomatic pervasiveness that Anderson (2015) identifies in the concept of resilience,
but it also has the potential to clarify concepts such as adaptation and address the
weaknesses of resilience theory. The plurality and nuance that can be brought to
these concepts by different disciplinary and theoretical perspectives has the poten-
tial to be a great strength, in both theoretical and applied contexts. However, these
very qualities can also become derailing weaknesses when defining criteria are not
carried over from one discipline or community of practice to another. Instead of
stringent conceptual distinctions (reflecting how such terms may have been intro-
duced in their original scientific contexts) that are rigorously upheld through close
dialogue and mutual literacy-building activities among and across distinct disci-
plinary and research domains and other user communities, terms and concepts such
as sustainability, transformation, resilience and collapse can be compromised by
broad, loose or metaphorically fuzzy application in different parts of the science-
policy-governance interface. The kinds of conceptual, semantic and even method-
ological slippages that occur as the terms cycle through a process from Mode 1 to
Mode 2 research, feeding back into new Mode 1 contexts, effectively lead to a situ-
ation whereby these terms can mean a little of everything and, in other contexts, a
whole lot of nothing the more they are used, generalized and popularized.

These terms have varied meanings for different users and communities of prac-
tice, which effectively leaves them devoid of universally comprehensible meanings
over time the more they are coined in ever widening contexts and transactions. Series
of semantic slippages occur between user communities, in the move from Mode 1
research to the science policy-interface, then onward to Mode 2 research. In new
interfaces from science to policy to governance, planning and social-environmental
management they become, progressively, ever more poorly signifying signifiers
through these transactions of use and abuse. In the end, terms such as sustainability,
resilience, transformation and adaptation move so far from their definitions as set
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out and refined when first they were coined in their original scientific contexts that,
through various feedback loops (usage by policymakers, different societal stake-
holders with different and sometimes even opposing interests and priorities), their
meanings as established originally in rigorous scientific discourse/s is effectively
washed away. Hence the phenomena of greenwashing (the ‘Good Anthropocene’,
‘sustainable work,’ etc.) or empty policy jargon easily co-opted for the transactional
use de jour.

We highlight this pervasiveness and terminological confusion in order to signal
an opportunity offered by the increased engagement of history, archaeology, and
the environmental humanities in global change research (see Hartman 2015, 2020;
Hartman et al. 2017; Holm et al. 2015; Jackson et al. 2018). The role of historical
disciplines, including archaeology, has been highlighted in identifying cross-scale
interactions (between society and the environment) and longitudinal (process-based)
understandings of vulnerability that address some of the existing conceptual inad-
equacies (Ford et al. 2018). More active multilateral conversations and research
collaborations among established global change research disciplines and historically
under-engaged disciplines in qualitative humanities and social sciences, especially
transdisciplinary site-based research approaches such as those found in historical
ecology (Crumley 1994, 2007, 2018a, b) richly blending (qualitative and quantita-
tive) research methodologies, can provide valuable footholds and models of collab-
oration to help overcome, and perhaps even begin to remediate, problems of knowl-
edge exchange deficit through transactional semantic slippage of terminology and
conceptual abuse.

Conclusion

The ambition to use past cases of environmental crisis and social-ecological change
in efforts to address future risks has perhaps never been greater than in the present
era of rapid environmental and social change. However, this ambition requires that
researchers and scholars in the historical sciences examine, and face head on, the
implications of any number of sticky questions. In concluding we suggest some
open-ended questions as the basis for closer scrutiny, further analysis and continued
creative engagement:

1. What role can past cases of social-ecological system disturbance play in helping
scientists, policymakers and environmentalmanagers address present and future
vulnerabilities?

The relevance of archaeological and historical information, aswe have discussed
in this chapter, has all too often been lost in the hyperbole of collapse discourse,
but to learn from the past a clear dialogue between historical researchers and
global change science, policy and practice is needed.
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2. Why is it important to bring historical cases of social and environmental change
into our efforts to address present and future challenges posed by processes of
abrupt change?

Historical studies scholars might regard the answer to this question as self-
evident; however, in light of the insufficient involvement of historians, archaeol-
ogists and other deeper-time historical studies scholars in scientific assessment,
the policy-science interface and governance efforts more generally focused on
the challenges of global change, it seems anything but clear where and how
historical casework may fit into broader efforts to apply knowledge of past
changes to 21st century risk and vulnerability mitigation work as it is actually
carried out today.

3. What clear limits might there be to the use of historical cases as guides to help
define, address and plan for vulnerability scenarios?

The most obvious limitations for historical disciplines have been the pitfalls of
historicism and environmental determinism (see Popper 1956; Hulme, 2011),
but they are all too easy to fall into. It is far easier to draw direct analogies that
ignore context, nuance and socio-environmental complexity. However, there is
far more value to be gained from a wide range of scenarios and social situations
than (over) simplistic lessons that neglect human agency and the co-evolution
of culture, society and the environment.

4. How can we as historical research scholars take account of those limitations to
avoid producing noise rather than genuinely useful knowledge (a usable past)
in efforts to better prepare for foreseeable risks, even regime-changing system
shocks?

Active engagement with researchers of contemporary global environmental
change to co-produce useable knowledge is a pro-active opportunity for histor-
ical researchers to identify gaps and solutions using historically informed but
contextualized knowledge (see Jackson et al. 2018).

5. What can we do to more readily recognize and avoid disjunctures in scien-
tific/theoretical versus practical/applied use of central concepts from sustain-
ability studies and resilience science, especially if these effectively lead to the
prevalence of such noise among diverse key communities of practice?;

Some obvious cases in point are the ways in which the concepts of “resilience”
or “collapse” are employed in the respective fields of sustainability science or
historical sciences, on the one hand, versus how they tend to be understood and
acted upon by policymakers, planners or emergency response agencies on the
other hand. As suggested in Ford et al. (2018), we should seize the opportunity
to clarify and improve our understanding of concepts in sustainability studies
and resilience science through engagement with historical disciplines. These
completed natural experiments can test the applications of concepts to different
geographical and social situations and extend the temporal horizon of concepts
such as vulnerability, adaptation and resilience.
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6. What steps can help refine the ways in which historical cases may be used to
better understand and plan for vulnerability scenarios?

Where, in other words, can we efficiently direct our efforts to operationalize
historical cases so that they can help scientists, scholars from non-historical
disciplines, policymakers, societal planners and environmentalmanagers under-
stand the human-dimensions of environmental change?

7. Can we build viable wider-purpose toolkits for emergency response scenarios
or social-ecological system planning from specific lessons and case studies of
past environmental change at various scales?

Or do we need to be thinking in other ways that take better account of the multi-
scalar complexity and irreproduceability of natural, social and technological
causes and effects in specific (always contingent) contexts of social-ecological
system change.

8. Can we provide different kinds of knowledge takeaways from historical cases
to policymaking and governance actors?

Is there a way to offer greater qualitative layering or contextual nuance to risk
and vulnerability scenarios derived from models of system change according
to the dominant models of resilience theory and sustainability science in use
today?

9. What might these look like ideally and how might they function?

What future does the past have in our efforts to better prepare for the major
societal challenges that await us?
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